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Mission Statement 
 
The setting up of CaP.CULT is based on our common interest in the European Capital of Culture project. 
 
As former employees of the European Capitals of Culture Linz 2009 (Austria) and Istanbul 2010 (Turkey) 
Marseille-Provence 2013 gave us the opportunity of working outside the structure of the official programme 
organisation and at the same time to participate directly in the project. This special position makes it possible 
to introduce our knowledge and our experience about this european project to interested people - from an 
objective point of view. 
 
The European Capital of Culture is an important, extensive cultural event for a city (and a whole region), but 
the project has also become well-known all over Europe by being promoted in international media and by a 
wide range of tour operators. During the cultural year, an increase in the number of visitors is expected – 
CaP.CULT inserts itself into this temporary niche. 
 
Everyone has already heard about the "European Capital of Culture" in some context or another – but what 
exactly does it mean? How does a city or region become European Capital of Culture? What does it mean – 
on a regional, national or even international level – to the city, the region, the inhabitants? How is such a 
large project financed? How does the programme come into being and who is involved? How is the 
programme developed? What is shown? How to participate? And what will happen once the year is over?  
 
It is our aim to answer these questions comprehensively and quite clearly at the same time! 
 
CaP.CULT fills the gap between the organisation of the European Capital of Culture and the visitors – acting 
like a « missing » link between the two parties. 
 
Via a direct link to the organisation of the European Capital of Culture, CaP.CULT attempts to relieve 
capacities already overly taxed as to the organisation of a programme as well as cultural meditation and the 
assistance of visitors locally. CaP.CULT wants to offer its clients a common thread through the extensive 
programme of the European Capital of Culture.  
The intentions of our clients differ from those of classic tourism, with whom we do not want to compete. 
Rather, CaP.CULT focusses on visitors with specific interest in the European Capital of Culture – all those 
who would like to know more about the concept, the background, the implementation and the current 
projects.  
 
Our aim is to help navigate through the cultural diversity of the European Capital of Culture, and this while 
acting as personal assistants and partners in-situ for individual visitors and groups, school and student 
excursions as well as delegations of the economic, political and cultural sector. The aim of our CaP.CULT 
company is to remain open for all parties interested in our cultural mediation offer. 
 
In addition to the organisation of a programme based on current cultural projects, our offer includes the tailor-
made organisation of individualised programmes, including assistance and support during the stay as well as 
the associated topic-oriented arrangement of general, artistic and/or cultural-oriented topics with regard to 
look behind the scenes and to create links between people. 
 
We provide our consolidated knowledge, our experience and extensive background information about these 
projects of the European Union.  Beside the social and organizational competence we consider the basis of 
the quality of our offer in our being up-to-date in the current programme of the European Capital of Culture as 
well as in current debates on politics, economy and culture.  
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